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Insoection Summarv

Insoection Concuttec September ::
as Insoectec: throuan October 8. ;990 (RecortAr

40-5027/90-05)
ie ciscoveries of .ranium contaminatec wateSoecial, announcec 4nspection of ''censee

-

well in the cenit*ation area atincluceo a review of Management Othe Gore, Oklanoma, siter in an excavation anc d-actions eoarcito
.

a snal'cw
Protection; and Environmentai ;*otectirganization anc Controis; Raciati:n"he instect'enon.
Results:

Within the areas ins;ecteo, three acas follows:
carent

.iolations were "centifi
'

;ailure to perform adecuate sur
eo

azaros tnat uere cresent veys to evaluate tne extent10 CFR 20.00;f b).
ne excavation as s0ecified of rac'ation

"a

in*

Failure to reoort the ciscovery of
2a hours as soecifiec in 1:CFR 20.403(b)(4 ). uranium contaminatea water wit in
ailure to 0 ovice comoiete ano asoecifiec in ;0 CFR 40.9(a).

ccurate informat"on to tne NRC as
Three u. resolvec items were also 40entifiec.

Six contractor personnel wno actuallyThese were as follows:
excavation area may not

nave receivea aceouate raciationworKec in :na solventextract'on
Failure to clearly celineate the re saf9ty : aining
conditions curing worr that mignt

recuire a mocification to a ra:arcosconsibilities 'or 'centifying :nangir;
Work

Permit (HWP) or a new HWP.
Routinely, us

were pumpec cirectly from the grouna iit acoears liquids such as from the suofl
characteri:ations or evaluation.nto the process without any orocer,

oor process monitor

The insoectors concluded that the lic
the NRC to allow restart of the solvent extractionensee hao implementec commitments ?acainspectors also concluced that
with the requirements of the Orcer Mocif itne licensee was prog (res) sing towa

SX toprocess. The
September 20, 1990.

the insoectors also identified oy ng License issued by tne NRC :nrc comoiying
However,

responses to events. communications deficiencies wnicn could res l
unacceptaDie initialrganizational ancut in
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted:

***Reau Graves, President
;** Jim Mestepey, Senior Vice President i

*Ron Adkisson, Vice Preside.st, Business Development
*** Lee Lacey, Vice President, Regulatory Aff airs
** Mike Nichols, Manager, Health, Safety, and Environment
" Mike Chilton, UF6, Area Manager

** Carol Couch, Manager, Environment
* Ken Simeroth, Health Physics Supervisor / Assistant RSO '

Rick Callahan, Health Physics Supervisor
;

*0on Knoke, Manager, Facility Laboratory
" Sam Fryer,- Manager, Engineering
Gary Jackson, Staff Technical Specialist

*Reggie Cook, Vice President, Administration j
|

Bob Kiehn, Engineering Department<

Sue Smith, Supervisor, Waste Trestrtent and Solid Waste J

k ** Richard Parker, Manager, Maintenance j
**Keith Asmussen, General Atamics-
* Kenny Schlag, Hydrologisto

*0enotes attendance at exit interview on Septemoer 13,19N
' Denotes attendance at exit interview on October 1, 1990 -

*0enotes attendance at exit interview on October 8, 199r,.

The inspectors also interviewed other site personnel during the course of
the inspection.

1-

'2. Background

On Wednesday, August 22,1990, the licensee notified NRC Region-IV tnat
uranium contaminated water had been discovered in an open excavation

iimmediately adjacent to the SX building at the Sequoyah Facility near
|

Gore, Oklahoma. The water was discoverea while excavating around two
anderground storage tanks for the purpose of constructing a reinforceo
concrete vault to encase the tanks. The intent was-that the tanks were to i
remain below grade, but would no longer be regulated as undergrouna |
storage tanks in accordance with Environmental Protection Agency I

regulations.-

As a result of the August 20 notification, an inspector was dispateneo to 1
'

the site on August 23-24. Based on the information obtained, an NRC
Augmented = Inspection Team (AIT) war cispatched to the site on August 27,'

t1990. The findings of the /.lT are documented in Inspection

. - - _ . -. .- - ,
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Repo-t 40-8027/90-04, issued on October 11, 1990. That report contains a
complete description and chronology of the circumstances conctrning the
discovery of the contaminated soil and water in the excavatier.. ased on
information provided by the licensee. In addition, the licensee orovided

written commitments to the NRC on August 30, 1990, regarding actions to be
taken prior to restart of the SX process. The licensee provicea a summary
of the actions taken to satisfy the commitments by letter catec
September 13, 1990. On Septemoer 14, 1990, following the NRC insoection
conducted Septemoer 10-13 wnich verified implementation of the licensee's
commitments and the receipt of a_Septemoer 14 letter from NRC autnerizing
restart, the SX process was restarted. Also on Septemoer 14, 1990, NRC
began daily onsite inspector coverage at SFC. This coverage cegan as a
result of NRC concerns about the licensee's management effectiveness, in
light of the weaknesses icentified during the AIT inspection anc followuo
inspections.

On that same cay, the licensee began the startup of the facility after the
outoge. During the startuo, the licensee notifiec the NRC of tne
existence of a shallow well in the denitration area which hac teen samplea
that morning and indicatea high levels of uranium contamination. The
Senior Vice President ano the Manager, Regulatory Ccmpliance a:c Quality
Assurance (MRC&OA)l , discussed the existence of inis well early in the
week of Septemoer 3. The well had been installed in the mio 1970's anc
the licensee routinely useo it to pump (presumably) contaminateo liouids
from under the Main Process Building (MPB) back into the process. Daily
analysis of thet.r liquids began on September 14 ano averaged acout
30 grams / liter (g/l) uranium. A more detailed chrenology of the events
associated with the discovery of highly contaminatea liquids uncer the
MPB, is protideo in paragraon 4 of this document.

| As a result of the September 14 notification and NRC concerns regarcing
i the timeliness and_ adequacy of corrective actions oeing taken oy the

licensee in response to the identified problem, an Order Modifying 1.icense
was issued on September 20, 1990. The Order specified actions to be taken
with regard to the MPB as a result of escalating NRC concerns about the
possible migration of contaminated material away from the MPB ana the-

possible contamination of the site in general.;

The inspection period covered by this report incluces the team inspection i
'

conducted by members of the AIT on September 10-13, 1990, anc caily
1

1 The MRC&OA was recently promoted to Vice President, Regulatory Affairs,
but at the time of this report still fulfills the position described in

L the license as MRC&QA since the license amendment has not been approved, i
i i

| \
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coverage by NRC inspectors from September 14 to October 8, 1990. The
purposes of the continuing inspections were as follows:

(a) Verify the implementation of the commitments made in the licensee's
letter of August 30, 1990. I

(b) Review regulatory compliance aspects of events associateo witn the
discovery of contaminated licuids in the SX excavation ano the MPB.

(c) Evaluate licensee progress in complying with the reauirements of the
Order Modifying License.

(d) Observe communication among the licensee's managers and cepartments.-

(e) Observe tne effectiveness of the licensee's organizational structure.
,

I(f) Observe system processes during the startup and routine coeration ofe
the facility. !

8(g) Review adequacy of the licensee s procecures.

'3. AIT Follow-uo Inspection

A.- Radiation and Industrial Safety

This section addresses health and safety findings concerning tne !

discovery of contaminated water in the SX excavation. The Ali, as ;

documented in NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90-04, founo that tne
'

first radiological characterizations of the SX excavation occurrea on
August 3-4, when air samples were taken. However, cespite the fact :

that personnel in the excavation were sometimes working in
yellow-colored water, the Health & Safety (H&S) technicians performed
no further radiological evaluations of the potential worker exposure
until August 22. Although the Health, Safety'and Environment (HS&E),
Operations, and Engineering Departments did take water samples that )

indicated concentrations of uranium above the value equivalent to
that specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 1, Column 2, the HS&E
department did not evaluate this data with regard to worker safety.-

,

The Manager, Environmental (M,E) indicated to AIT inspectors that she
_

reviewed one lab result that indicated uranium concentrations of
approximately 2 g/l uranium. This value was almost four orders of
magnitude greater than the environmental action. level of .000225 g/1,
the level at which the licensee is required by the license to

,

4

k
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" investigate and take proper mitigating measures if necessary." This
provided the licensee another indicator at wnich time a more thorougn
evaluation should have been performed.

In addition, the AIT found that on August 17, the UF6 Area Manager
and the MRC&OA discusseo the high uranium concutrations in the
water. However, the information was not effectively communicated to
the Manager, Health, Safety sne Environment (MHS&E) so that this data
could be properly evaluated and appropriate surveys taken to
characterize the worker hazard. Therefore, tnis provided tne
licensee yet another coportunity to perform tne recuired in: rough
evaluation.

The AIT also noted that on August 23, when a Region IV ins:ector
toured the excavation, he observed a yellow precipitate stratified in
the soil that was directly beneath the north wall of the SX Ouilding.
The licensee had not taken direct radiological surveys or ::tainea
soil samoles of the yellow precipitate until it was recommenced by
the insetetor.

The fact that personnei were working in yellow-colorea water. yellow
precipitate was visibly stratified in the soil on a wall cf the
excavation, and numerous water samples inoicateo elevated .ranium
concentrations, should have indicated to the licensee that a
potential worker hazaro existec. Moreover, various licensee managers
were aware of the high levels at different times. The fact that no
evaluations and that inadequate radiological surveys were :erformed
to evaluate the potential worker exposure prior to workers entering
the SX excavation was identified as an apparent violation :f
10 CFR 20.201(b) [40-8027/9005-01).

Because of the concern regarding the failure to evaluate potential
radiological hazards to the workers in the SX excavation, tne
inspectors reviewed the licensee's radiation safety training. An
interview with the Training Coordinator and a review of training
records indicated that training had been performed and was acequate
to satisfy NRC requirements in 10 CFR Part 19. Licensee
representatives informed the inspectors that all workers in the SX
excavation had received the "eight-hour classroom training " (On
November 2,1990, the licensee reported to the NRC that six
contractor personnel may not have received this training). This is
an unresolved item penoing further review of additional infcrmation
to be provided by the licensee to NRC (40-8027/9005-04).

During the AIT inspection of August 27-29, licensee representatives
informed the inspectors that water from the excavation was routinely

_
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pumped into 55 gallon barrels (drums) starting about August 6, the
only exception occurring on August 13, after neavy rains the day
before, whea the licensee " pumped water to the north ditch." During
'this follow-up inspection, on September 10-13, the inspectors
discoverea that on August 13, the licensee actually pumeea the water
out of the excavation ento the ground and the slope of the terrain
would reasonably guide the water to the north ditch. The licensee
apparently sampled tne soil along the pathway to the nortn citen,
because it was noted by the inspectors that it was roped off as a
controlled area. >

'

Beginning on about August 31, 1990, the licensee uncertook specific
actions to control the stockpiled soil from the $X excavation. The
first phase involved crumming the soil. Once filled, the crums were
removed, surveyed, labeled, and placed on a pallet. Ecuipment
operators and drum hanclers wore protective clothing, respiratory
protection (half face masks), and lapel air samplers. Air samples -

were continuously obtained with a low volume air sampler.
Additionally, air samples were obtained with high volume air

'

;

samplers. The licensee sometimes sprayed water on the soil pile to
keep dust to a minimum during these operations. Ecuipment anc
personnel routinely were surveyed for contamination anc licensee
representatives informed the inspectors that no contamination was
found. Urine samples were taken from personnel ano analyses
available at the time indicated that no uptakes had occurrea from

,

these activities.

The licensee drummed as much contaminated soil as could be crummed. -

before running out of barrels. The licensee estimatea that
approximately half of the soil pile was contained in about .

3000 barrels. The second phase involved moving the remaining soil to r

the southwest corner of the yellowcake pad. The soil was loaded onto
a dump truck driven over to the yellowcake pad, and was unloaded onto
a hypalon. liner. At the conclusion of this phase, the soil was
covered with another hypalon liner. The ecuipment operator wore
protective clothing, a half. face mask, and a lapel' sampler. The dump
truck operator wore protective clothing and a lapel sampler.

Equipment, roadways, and personnel were surveyed for contamination
and urine samples were analyzed for potential uptakes. No personnel
were contaminated and no uptakes were indicated from the urine
samples that had been analyzed. Potentially contaminated euuipment

.was cleaned and surveyed prior to-release. The area west of the SX
building, where the soil was originally' stored, was surveyed and
controlled when it was found to be slightly contaminated.

L

!
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In completing the review of the activities in the SX excavation, the
inspectors reviewed the decommissioning records for comoliance with '

10 CFR 40.36(f). It was noted that only two " events" were includeo - :

a January 1990 spill of uranium hexafluorice in the reauction l

facility, and an August 3, 1990, incident at the reduction facility. 1

The inspectors noted that no records were available in tne
.

decommissioning file certaining to the environmental contamination l

discovereo during SX excavation activities. While the regulation.

requires that decommissioning records be available, it coes not
prescribe the time, wnen the facility is in an operational status,
that these records of information, important to the safe anc
effective decommissioning of the facility, must be available. This
is identified as an coen item pending further review by the NRC ano
discussions with the licensee (40-8027/9005-07).

B. Reoorting and Notification

This section addresses reporting and notification findings concerning
the discovery of contaminated water in the SX excavation. The
excavation for the concrete vault began on August 1, 1990. Water was
noted in the excavation and a water sample taken on August 1. This t

result was 0.02 g/l uranium. A sample was also taken on August 4 ano
the result was reviewea by, site personnel on August 7, 1990. The M.E
discussed the visible contamination in the excavation with the Senior |
Vice President (SVP), who was the most senior manager onsite at the ;

time. The SVP concluded that a French drain oeing constructed arouna
'the vault for drainage would be adequate to prevent migration of the

contamination. Additional samples were taken on August 6 anc 7 by
the M,E but tLa results from these samples were apparently lost anc
not provided to the M,E until August 23.

On or about August 16, the SVP, who was on travel at the time,
directed the UF6 Area Manager to obtain sample results for the water -

being pumped into drums from the SX excavation. The UF6 Area Manager
received and reviewed sample results associated with the drums and
the August 6 and 7 samples (five total) taken from the SX excavation

,

by the M.E. All of.these sample results were obtained from the
process laboratory on August 17.

Of the five sample results, four exceeded the restricted area
concentration listed in Part 20 Appendix B, Table 1. Column 2. The
UF6 Area Manager discussed the results with the MRC&OA. The
discussion focused on whether or not the NRC should be notified, and
a call was made to the SVP who was out of town. The MRC&OA advised
that the event did not meet reporting criteria under 10 CFR 20.403.
The SVP returned to the site on August 20, and a decision was reached

. _ _ - _
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to recommend to the President upon his return to the site tnat NRC se
informea of the elevated sample results. The issue was discussec
with the President on August 21. The notification to the NRC was I
made on August 22. |

The licensee's conclusion, that the discovery of the
uranium-contaminated water in the vault excavation was not
reportable. did not spect'itally address the criteria listec in ;

10 CFR 20.403(b). These criteria include potential damage to I

property in excess of ST.000. The inspectors concluded that the cost
of characterization and remediation of the contamination-would easily J

exceed 52000, and as such, was reportable under 10 CFR 20.403(b).
The failure to report the discovery of the contaminated water witnin
24 hours was identified as an apparent violation of

i

10 CFR 20.403(b)(4) [40-8027/9005-02).
'

!

C. Oroanization and Communications Issues

This section discusses weaknesses identified oy the inspect:rs wnich
represent a continuing potential for future communication oroolems
between the licensee's organizational units. The inspectors' review
of licensee programs and actions concerning-the discovery of the
uranium-contaminated water indicated several weaknesses anc areas of
concern regarding the licensee's organization.

The first weakness-identified by the insnectors involvea tne failure
to clearly define organizational responsibilities for site activities
which overlap departmental charters. Water samples in the excavation
were collected by the HS&E Department, the Operations Department, ano
the Engineering Department. However, none of the departments nao
specific responsibility for collection of environmental samoles
during a nonroutine work activity, and there was no communication
between the departments for the purpose of sharing information
involving the elevated sample results. The inspectors concludeo that
sharing of information would have significantly increased the
licensee's organizational understanding of the radiological hazaros
in the SX excavation. (To> correct poor communications of laboratory
results on environmental samples, a new procedure was to be issued
and utilized by October 15, 1990, to define responsibilities ano

,

establish a " Chain of Custody /Special~ Analysis Request" form. This !
issue will be reviewed in the next inspection period.)

Another failure to clearly define organizational responsibilities
involved Hazardous Work Permits (HWPs). HWPs are issued for all
nonroutine jobs such as the SX excavation. HWPs are initiated by an
operations or maintenance supervisor who describes the job'to be ;

;

.|t
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performea and the protest ve measures to be utilizea. By proceoure,
.

4

the HS&E Department role is oilly concurrence in *.he FWP because the |
procedure does not define who is responsible for monitoring any
ongoing work to determine whether changing health or safety
conditions might warrant mocification of the HWP or issuance of a new
HWP. The failure to clearly define these responsibilities aas
identified as a procecural inadequacy and is considered to ce an ;

unresolvea item pencing further NRC review of licensee procecures
(a0-8027/9005-05).

The secena weakness identified by the insw etors involvec tne |

observea tension between the Operations and HS&E Departments. This
was evicent during numerous 11terviews conducted by the inscectors. i

'The Operations staff indicatel that the HS&E staff does not

effectively make decisions rejarding occupational safety ascects ;f
jobs, which result in unnecessary delays in accomplishing tasks. The

i

HS&E staff indicated that tho Operations staff has always done thi.'gs I

in this manner and that the involvement of the HS&E staff in work I

activities is seen by the Orerations staff as being intrusive without I
necessarily increasing safety. The HS&E staff also indicatec that
its ideas and suggestions were not openly :ought or considerec by the '

Operetions staff.

As a result of these perceptions by the members of the Operations ana
HS&E staffs, communication between the departments appearea to be
strainea and minimal; accordingly, the departments have grown
increasingly isolated. This isolation represents a major weakness
which needs to be remedied to assure that all s te activities are
performea in a manner which adequately balances aroduction
considerations with occupational safety and envi'onmental
considerations. Because of the potential aaverse health ano safety
implications of this second weakness, this weakness was reviewed on a
daily basis by the onsite inspectors. *

0. Verification of Licensee Commitments

In the letter to NRC dated August 30, 1990, the licensee committed to
(1) provide NRC with sufficient information to ensure floor and sLmp
integrity to ensure that current operations do not contribute to
licensed material beneath the SX building, (2) adequately
characterize the cuantity and location of licensed material unoer or
around the SX building, (3) identify and check all potential
migration pathways away from the SX building, and (4) propr'ly
control and maintain contaminated soil and water from the excavation
activities. In addition, the licensee committed to have'an
independent review of its entire response to this situr cion,

t
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In a letter dated September 13, 1990, the President informec NRC

'

management of the completion of these commitments. Specifictlly, the

licensee had assurea sump and floor integrity, adeouately
characterized the cuantity and locations of licensea material uncer
ano around the SX building, identified and enecked potential cathways
for. migration of licensed material away from the SX building, ana haa
properly controlled contaminated soil ard water. In the letter, the

President also committed to investigate "other locations wnere'

similar contamination conditions may exist, af ter having preparea a
stancard operating procedure designed to properly accress suen
activities."

The Presiaent also noted that the indepercent party review naa teen
comnleted and the written report was forthcoming. He further stated
that the licensee had already responded to one of the recommenaations
by issuing a letter to all employees stressing "the importance of
improved communications and the neea to raise . . . important
observations, so that they can be properly investigatec ano
appropriate followup action taken."

In the same letter, the President committea to establishing
" effective immediately" an Interim Compliance Oversignt Team (ICOT)
to also assess the performance of the health, safety and environment,
quality assurance, and regulatory compliance managers ano staff. In
the letter, the President stated that if af ter a wee ( or so of duty,
the ICOT providos written confirmation of satisf actory performance
and expresses confidence that it will continue, the Presicent "will
confer with (the Regional Administrator, Region IV) anc recommena
that their continuous duty function be e. hanged to periodic visits on
a decreasing frequency."

Finally, in the September 13 letter, the licensee recognizea the need
fcr additional human resources in the areas of health physics,
environmental, and quality assurance, and that the authorization for
hiring additionti employees had been granted.

The inspection team verified that the commitments in the August 20
letter had been satisfied and, at the conclusion of the inspection,

recommended to NRC management that NRC concur with restart of the
facility.

Based on the AIT inspection follow-up and the licensee's letter of
September 13, NRC management verbally concurred on restart of the
facility on the afternoon of September 13.

|

_ . _.. . _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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On Septemoer 14, 1990, NRC responded to the licensee's Septemoer 13
letter. NRC acknowledged the additional commitments containea in the
licensee's letter of September 13 and stated the commitments "will

satisfactorily provide adeouate assurance that the concerns wnich
stem from the licensee's hancling of the events of the past few weeks
will not provide an uncue risk . . . before we have completeo all our

evaluative activities and had the opportunity to fully assess our
fincings. We, therefore, concur in your decision to proceec with a
restart of the ($X) process."

4 Events Related to the 1ssuance of the Order Madifyina License

A. Initial Licensee Response to the Identification of Contamination
Uncer~the Main Process Building

On Thursday, September 13, after concurring on restart, NRC
implemented daily inspector coverage at SFC. The first inscectLr
arrived onsite on Friday, September 14, 1990. On Septemoer 14, the
licensee reported to NRC Region IV the existence of a stancoice
penetrating through the floor in the MPB from wnich they haa
routinely pumped licuids from under the MPB back into the process.
The stanapipe is located between the No. 1 and No. 4 denitrator
supports (immediately adjacent to the boildown area). The-licensee
believed the pipe was installed in approximately 1976 by the crevious

,

owner. The pipe was-70 inches in depth and a pump with piping was
installed into the standpipe to provide a means from which licuids
under the building could be recovered.2 A sample taken that morning
from the mnnitor indicateo a uranium concentration of 6.2 g/l ano a
pH of 3.1. Later inspectors discovered that recovered licuics were

i
not pumped directly back to the process, but that recoverea liquids ;

:were actually pumped to the boil down sump and, once filled, tne sump '

was pumped back te the digestion process. Interviews with licensee
personnel indicated that a " couple of gallons" had been pumpeo out of
the subfloor process monitor approximately once per shif t for years.
There were no records documenting the existence of.the s6 floor {
process monitor, nor was the operation of the pump governee by |
procedures. The fact that liquids can be. pumped from the ground I
without proper characterization or evaluation is considered to be an -

unresolved item pending further NRC review (40-8027/9005-061 !

!

!

2 This standpipe, pump, and piping configuration was referred to by the j

licensee until October 11, 1990, as the " subfloor process monitor".

!
,

..
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The fact that this subfloor process monitor was not documentec in the
decommissioning recoros even though it has existed for an extended
period of time is considered to be part of the open item identified
in paragraph 3.A pending further NRC review (40-8027/9005-07).

|
The MRC&OA stated to the inspector that the subfloor process monitor i

had been installed to recover low pH liquids that leakeo to the
ground from the digesters and subseouently had shorted out some
uncerground electrical lines. He also stated that he hac learned of
this approximately 2 weeks prior to informing NRC when, on August 31,
a retired licensee employee informed him of it during a casual
conversation at a local restaurant. The MRC&OA further stateo that
he had discussed this with the SVP sometime during the following
week. The MRC&OA stated that the SVP was alreaay aware of the
existence of the monitor, and that they decided to investigate it ;

further after addressing the issues related to the SX building, ,

The MRC&OA stated that', after listening to NRC's exit briefing on
Soptember 13, he pursued this issue first thing on the morning of
September 14, with the SVP. The SVP had a water sample taken and
i'n-eciately analyzed. After notifying the President of the existence '

or the subfloor process monitor anc of the water sample resuits, the -

MRC&OA notified Region IV. The licensee then set up a log to
document the characteri:ation of the liquids that were recovereo from
the subfloor process monitor.

NRC was concerned about the recent identification of contamination
under the MPB because: (1) the MPB might have extensive

. contamination underneath it, not unlike the SX building;-(2) tne MPB
is a muen larger building, parts of which process greater
concentrations of uranium then the $X building; (3) the suosurface
characteristics under the MPB were not known with the same degree of
certainty as they were around the SX building; (4) the MPB forms the '

southeast corner of the restricted area boundary and licensed'
material could have migrated south or east of the building (to the
unrestricted area) where there are no monitoring wells; and (5) the

.MPB is much larger than the $X building and underground support
structures, such as piers, could penetrate through the shale layer,
providing a direct pathway for ground water contamination.

The NRC was also concerned about the timing of this report of
contamination under the MPB because: (1) there was a significant NRC
presence onsite dealing with the issue of environmental
contamination; (2) there were similarities between the environmental
contamination under the SX building and the potential contamination
under_ the MPB; and (3) the letter from the President to all employees

|

L

l
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stresseo the neea to raise import 0nt observations for appropriate
review. Each of these items should have prompted the MRC&OA anc SVP
to take action. However, bo+,n the MRC&OA and the SVP did not act for
approximately 2 weeks before investigating this important fincing ano
informing NRC.

Tne NRC was further concerned because of the lack of internal
communication exbroited in this discovery. The MHS&E and the M.E,
the incividuals responsible for ensuring environmental contamination
is controlled, first heard about the subfloor process monitor just
prior to the notification to NRC. They had not been inclucea in the
discussions 2 weeks prior, nor had they been informed immeciately in
the morning before the liquids were sampled. NRC also notec that the
licenset began to start up the plant a few nours prior to informing
NRC of the subfloor process monitor.

Licensee activities on Friday, September 14, appearea to be confinea
to plant startup and planning activities for characterization of j
onsite soil and water contamination particularly in and arounc tne ;

MPB. The licensee also began planning for trenching activities to I
place collars / sumps along underground utilities to prevent migration |

to the northwest away from the building, in planning activities, the
licensee expected that radiological safety considerations for
trenching operations were to be cased on soil sample analysis. 'he
health and safety requirements ror personnel involvec in trentning
operations were to-involve protective clothing, lapel air sample *s,

|high volume air samplers, contamination surveys, and increassa
bioassay frequency for certain activities. By late that af ternoc n,
the licensee decided to wait until Monday, September 17 before
trenching a concrete conduit line running between the MPB near the
standpipe to the cooling tower (running north northeast of the MPB).

The licensee presumed that material around the MPB would migrate in
,

the direction of the cooling tower, towards the middle of the site,
and the trenching appeared to be the licensee's main concern.
Licensee management was also concerned about the facility employees
because many had been working long hours and most weekends since the
beginning of. the outage on July 31. Therefore, licensee management
decided to wait until the following Monday to begin further
characterization activities.

B. Events Leading to the Issuance of the Order Modifyina License

The Engineering Department began detailed visual inspections of the
floors and sumps throughout the facility the week of September 17,
with the greatest emphasis on the digestion and boildown areas of the
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MPB. In the digestion and boildown areas, several visible weld
defects, as well as suspect welds, were identified. The licensee
implemented a rewelding program to correct identified defects. At
the new (RCC) evaporator, the stainless steel sump was found to be
separated from the concrete, allowing liquids access to the ccncrete
founcation. This is the subject of an ongoing review by the
licensee. ;

The licensee was taking action to develop a list of past cractices
that mignt indicate similar problems in other. areas of the plant.
The licensee was also developing comprehensive plans to characterize
the site, of which the MPB characterization would be a subset.,

However, the licensee did not appear to be focusing on the MPB issue,
but rather on the overall site. The licensee did not appear to have
the same sense of urgency as tt.<t NRC regarcing the environmental
contamination and the potential .,1gration concerns involving the MPB.

By mid-week, it appeared to the NRL' that the licensee had not yet
aggressively undertaken actions to ci.:racterire the undergrouno
contamination around the MPB nor to keep process liquids off the
floor in the digestion and the boildown. areas. This was of scecial
concern to NRC since the geology unoer the MPB was not known with
adeouate. assurance and therefore, the geonydrology was not fully

,

understood (as described in more detail on page 13). Further, the

MPB was closer to the unrestricted area. Although from the
information currently available it appears unlikely that material
would migrate offsite even if it migrated outside of the restricted
area, the licensee could not provide adequate assurance that the
contamination was appropriatelv':entrolled. As a result of tnese
concerns, on September 20, 1990 NRC issued the Order Modifying
License. The Order required the licensee to perform the following
within 27 days: *

(1) Ensure MPB floor integrity, minimizing process liquids on the
floors.

(2) Characterize the quantity and location of licensed material
under and outside the MPB.

(3) Identify all potential pathways for migration beneath ano beyono
the MPB.

(4) Examine present and past monitoring well dates for evidence of-
licensed material from the MPB, determining whether the present
and past monitoring well program has been adequate.

L
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(5) Determine whether licensed material has been released beyond the
restricted area by migration from the MPB, and

(6) Develoo a plan to identify and characteri:e other locations en
the licensee's property where past or present operations nave
resulted in contaminating the environment.

C. Activities In Resoonse to the Order Modifyino License

1. Overview of Licensee Actions
,

This section discusses the plans and actions initiated by the
licensee, after the Order was issued, to comoly with tne Orcer.
The plans includeo core borings and the installation of onitor
wells, utility trenchings arounc the MPB to intercept ;:otential
migration pathways, sump and floor inspections in the MP9 and
eventually all buildings, minimizing liauids on the floors,
corings through the MPB floor, reviews of previous monitoring
well data, evaluation of the adequacy of the monitoring well
program, and a characterization of the entire site. Due to
demanas for drilling rigs in the Oklahoma area, t6.e licensee naa
difficulty locating an available rig that was capable of
drilling the types and depths of wells necesory for an aceauate
grounawater characterization.

The first step taken by the licensee to investigate the extent
'

of contamination under the MPB was to core through tne MPB floor
in the digestion area on Saturday, September 22. In
preparation, the licensee welded a pipe to the stainless steel
floor, then drilled a hole (inside the pipe) through the
stainless steel. The pipe provided a way to drill into :ne
floor and not allow liquids that were on the floor to acc to the
inventory of material under the building. Between the stainless
steel floor and the concrete foundation, the licensee found
approximately 70-90 gallons of process liquids that were pumped
out. Later the following week, they cored through the concrete
foundation and sampled the relatively dry soil under the
foundation at that point.

The licensee located a drill rig and began drilling operations
on Monday, September 24. The licensee planned to start by
drilling five wells around the MPB. However, elevated levels
were discovered in a borehole to the southeast of the MPB. This
was the first indication that the shale layer beneath the MPB
was not as previously believed. As indicated earlier, no
monitoring wells had been installed to the south and east of the
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facility and migration of material to these areas was an oovious
concern. However, particularly since the building was close to
the restricted area, NRC was concerneo about migration ano
promoted the licensee to investigate that area more thoroughly.
Throughout the week, several boreholes were drilled and several
monitoring wells were developed in an attempt to characteri:e
any potential groundwater problems. The licensee also began
attempting to sample soil in pipeways leading away from sne MPB
in the unrestricted area (south side of MPB). This initial
effort consisted of employees trying to dig down in areas,
designated by the Engineering Department, with posthole ciggers.
However, the ground was too hard for the posthole diggers, anc
the next day the licensee began this effort with backhoes.

Trenchini. activities were undertaken to obtain soil samoles. .

!This had to be closely coordinated with the Engineering
Department to locate lines and identify high voltage concuit.
Despite the close coordination, the licensee severed a fire main
during the week of September 24. However, the ' ire mains are
designed such that that area could be serviced by another line
in case of fire. Throughout this time the licensee was'

operating at about 50 percent of capacity. Licensee management
indicated that the "A" line was not operated until an enclosure

could be built around it that would be made part of the cuilding
ventilation. This was to contain possible leaks from this
recently replaced component. In addition, the digestion anc
boildown areas were limited to approximately 50 percent ;

capacity. The licensee had experienced overflows in the past |

and did not want employees inspecting / welding the floors with j

the potential for heated nitric acid solutions overflowing from !

the tanks. Finally, manpower was limited due to activities
responding to the Order.

. I
Industrial' safety practices during the licensee's activities at this
time appeared adequate. Corings through the concrete floor were
performed with a slow-speed water-cooled drill. Water was vacuumed
up continuously during these activities so that there would be no
puddling nor splashing. A high volume air sample and lapel. samples
. indicated no airborne problems. Workors wore protective clothing,
gloves, goggles, and boots. All personnel associated with drilling
operations wore hard hats, disposable protective coveralis, boots,
gloves, half masks for drillers, dust masks for samole handlers, and
lapel samplers.

i
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2. Environmental Assessment

This section discusses licensee progress in responding :: :ne ;

environmental protection aspects of the Order. In rescense to
'

the Oroer, the licensee implemented a discovery program snat nao
as its cbjective determining (1) the quantity, location, and
extent of migration of licensed material under and adja:ent to
the main process building, (2) the pathways for contaminant
migration, (3) if past or present ground-water monitoring cata
and the associated monitoring program were sufficient to
determine migration of contaminants from the site, (4) wnetner
licensed material is or has migrated from the site, ano
(5) property locations where environmental contamination may
have taken place.- |

The licensee has implemented : drilling and sampling pregram i

that is aimed at determinig the quantity ano location, as well |
as migration, of licensed materials at the site. The program j
involved drilling soil oorings through the various stratigraphic 1
units. A typical hole was about 20 feet deep, and was 1:gged 1

and sampled on 1-fest increments. Upon completion of the 1

drilling activities, the hole was plugged over its entire length I

with cement.

Following the plugging, the stratigraphic log was interpreted
and a drill hole was advanced to within a foot of the base of
the shale. In'this hole, a 2-inch diameter casing was cementea
in place to be utilized for ground water monitoring. Adjacent
to the shale well, a deeper well was drilled into the uncerlying
sandstone. This well will be utilized for ground-water
monitoring of the underlying sandstone unit. The nestee nature
of these wells will provide ground water monitoring in the two
major geologic units at the same location.

The monitor wells in combination with numerous shallow
excavations adjacent to buried utilities, have resulteo in an
adequate number of exploratory locations around the MPB, The
data from these points indicates that the preferred path of
contaminant migration is within the backfill material utilized
as bedding for underground utilities._ There is a natural
hydraulic conduit from the various process buildings, by way of
foundation aggregate, into these utility trenches. The,

preliminary data collected by the licensee indicates that there
is also some contaminated water that has migrated into the shale *

unit that underlies the entire site. Due to the minimal

_
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hycraulic conductivity of this unit, migration of contaminated I
water within it is a slow process. Similarly, any corrective |

action to recover such waters will be a low yielding exercise.

The licensee's ground-water monitoring program was reviewea to l

determine if it could be expected to cetect migration from tne l
site. The grouna-water monitoring program that was in place, i

prior to the discovery program recently instituted by the i

licensee, had no ground-water monitoring wells on the eastern |
half of the property. Therefore, it was. incapable of
determining seepage migration in this direction. The weils on ,

the western half of the property were reviewed to determine
their adecuacy for ground-water monitoring. Each well was
evaluated based upon supporting stratigraphic recorcs ana well
completion data. This review indicateo that unreliable cata are

available for the majority of the monitoring wells because the |
well completion details are generally insufficient to cetermine
the zone that is being monitored.

There are two exceptions to this generalization. These are
properly completed ground-water monitoring wells ad.iacent to the'

,

lined ammonium nitrate storage ponds, as well as those recently
completed wells located on the southeast side of ponc 2.
Therefore, although the licensee is monitoring the wells
specified in their license for the appropriate parameters on tne
reouired frequency, most of the data resulting from this program

|
is unreliable and may be misleading.

,

The data accumulated by the licensee incicates that licensed
material <has migrated outside of the restricted area bouncary.
Ground-water data from monitor wells installed near the
southwest corner of the main process building indicate elevatea
uranium concentrations. A similar migration path is known-to
exist in a northwesterly direction. In both.of these locations,
sufficient' data has not yet been developed to determine the
extent of migration. Similarly, sufficient stratigraphical work
has not been completed to determine the preferred directions of

.
ground water flow.

1

Although the licensee is monitoring the ground-water wells in
compliance with current license conditions, more recent
information and investigations indicate that the monitoring
network is net properly designed to determine the extent of
ground-water contamination. Several of the monitoring voids ,

will be filled with the installation of wells associated with

,
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the current discovery program. The licensee's response to the
Order will include an evaluation of the adeauacy of the current
monitor well system.

The licensee has also begun to formulate a plan to determine
other site locations, structures, and features that could te or
may have been contributing to environmental contaminatio . The

- plan involves an assessment of all site imeounaments to evcluate
their potential for ground-water contamination. Similarly, site

b drainage associated with runoff from known contaminateo
locations within the restricted areas will be assessed. In
addition to these areas, several buried features need to te
assessed. These features include, but are not limited t:, the

fluoride sludge burial areas, soil from the 1986 release, and
the contaminated equipment burial area. Several of these curiec

1
features are located outside of the restricted area bouncary. A

plan for evaluating all environmental impacts from site
activities will be included in the response to the Order.

5. Facility Operations

A. Plant Tours

- During a plant tour on Saturday, Septemoer 15, an NRC inspactor
observed an operator taking a sample of four cifferent points in the--

process in the SX building. Three of the sample points had some kind -

;- of catch basin underneath them. However, the fourth sample line had
- no catch basin, and the operator drained the fluid onto the floor

before taking the samole.

The inspector also observed that leaks in pipe welds, some vaives.
and other such components had caused some puddling of liquids on the-

: floor in various areas in the SX building. Buckets under samole
lines that were supposed to catch leaking solutions had overficwed
onto the floor. In addition, the north-side sump had overflowed and
the floor immediately adjacent to the sump had standing liquids on
it. The inspector further noted that the same was true in the

-- dis)stion area sump.

The next night the inspector again observed operations in the SX
building. Operators were draining process solution out of the No. 1
Urani Nitrate Hydrate (UNH) tank into the sumps, even though the
sumps had overflowed. The south sump had overflowed to the point
that a large puddle, up to about 10 feet away from the sumo, had
formed as the operators continued to drain process liquids into it.

__

When the inspector inquired as to when the sump would be drained, :he

a

i
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operator stated that after the task was completed, it would be
drained. A manually operated sump pump was eventually used to pumo I
these liquids to a holding tank, and then the liquids were pumped '

back into the process.

Additionally, puddles of process liquids were on the floor in the SX |

building, digestion area, and bo11down area. The inspector estimatec
that approximately half t " surface area in the digestion area floor
had free standing licuid: 'icensee representatives stated that it |.

was normal to have liquida un the floor during startup, because they
could not recirculate them into the process until after the plant was

operating.
.

On Friday,- September 21, the Interim Compliance Oversight Team (ICOT)
team leacer left the site and returned home without the licensee or
the team leader first conferring with the Region IV Administrator or

' his designee. This appeared to conflict with the licensee's
statements in their letter to NRC dated Septemoer 13, 1990. Althougn
there may have been circumstances reouiring the team leacer's
attention, the licensee did not satisfy their commitment and confer
with the Regional Administrator or his designee. Discussions oetween
NRC and the licensee and the ICOT team leader regarding this issue
occurred and ICOT coverage appeared adequate afterwards.

B. NRC Notifications

1. Raffinite Sludge Concentration Building Sump
,

On September 22, the licensee notified NRC that when a sumo in
the raffinate sludge concentration building was inspected, it
was found that this sump was also leaking. This was a
relatively new concrete sump which apparently crackea as a
result of poor quality control during construction. Therefore,
the licensee shut down the process and reported the leakin'g sumo
in compliance with 10 CFR 20.403(b). The licensee planned to
repair the sump as soon as manpower was available.

2. Unusual Event
,

On Thursday, September 27 at 2:30 p.m. an unusual event was
declared when a worker was sorayed with process liquids in the
digestion area. An engineer inspecting floors happened to be in
the area when a valve stem failed. He was sprayed with a liquid
that was hot, highly acidic (1-1.5 molar nitric acid), and had a
high uranium concentration (450 g/l uranium) A second worker
in the area guided him to an emergency shower and began dousing

i
l'
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him in water. After a few minutes he was taken to the compray
nurse and then immediately transported to an off site clin',e for
examination. Since he was still slightly contaminated, a H&S
technician followea him to the clinic where appropriate
radiation controls were implementeo. The worker returnec to the
plant approximately 1.5 hours later and stated that he was fine.

Immediately after stopping the spill, the licensee cegan cleanup
efforts. Employees immediately began spraying the walls and
floors with a high pressure water spray. This high pressure
spray resulted in elevated airborne levels anc workers in the
area were required to wear respirators for a short time until
levels dropped. All personnel who were in the area at that time
were reoutred to provide urine samples, Results indicateo no
individuals involved in cleanup exceeded any of the licensee's
action levels.

The licensee's investigation indicated that a valve stem mace
from monel had recently been installed on the discharge side of
a pump on the No. 1 Adjuster. It was known by the Operations
and Maintenance departments that monel components should not be
used in acidic environments such as digestion, because the monel
cannot withstand the eneironment, which generally results in
component failure within 1-2 weeks. The monel stem hac :een
installed only 6 days p"ior to failure.

The Manager, Maintenanco informed the inspector that nere are
other specific processe, where specific metals cannot be used.
For example, the inspec:or was informed that carbon steel can be
used in certain portions of the hydrogen-fluoride system ano not
others. When the inspector asked if there were proceoural
controls that restricted the use of these certain metals from
those processes, the inspector was referred to Procecure G-012,
" Control of Critical Materials."

The purpose statement in the procedure stated that it
established "the method for control of special materials and
critical spare parts to ensure their proper identification" (to
warehouse stock items), and applied to the receipt and
identification (with stock numbers and color-coding) of special
materials and cr1tical spare parts. Hcwever,-it did not appear
to address the specific issue of preventing the use of specific
metals in certain processes, so the inspector again askeo the
Manager, Maintenance to check the procedures once more to see if
this issue was addressed in any other procedure.

_ _ _. . _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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Immediately prior to the exit, the Manager, Maintenance statea '

.that he could not locate any, nor knew of any procecures
addressing the restriction of specific metals from certain areas I

in the process.

Even though ths licensee's September 23, 1990, report to the NRC ;
inaicated that the . . . "Seouoyah Facility has procecures to |
prevent such use," no such procedures, in f act, existed. This
failure to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC

i in the September 20, 1990, report is an apparent violation of
10CFR40.9(a)[40-8027/9005-03).

As cart of their corrective actions the licensee reviewea all
,

work orders for the previous 2 months 11 the parts of the plant |
where metal restrictions shcald have existed and verified tnat I

no incorrect metals had been used. Als), eersonnel were
informed of the occurrence, and warehouse snd maintenance
precedures were to be reviewed, i

'The licensee formally notified tha NRC on Friday, Septemoer 28,
1990, of this event per 10 CFR 20.403(b) because the event
threatened to cause an exposure to an individual in excess of
10 CFR 20.403(b)(1). Although the licensee began collecting i

urine f9r analysis, the licensee plannea to make no initial
estimation of worker intake until prompted by NRC. Subsecuent
urinalyses indicated an estimated whole body dose of
:pproximately'2 millirems, and an intakt equivalent to

proximately 4 MPC-hours. Due to concerns about the potential
,r heavy metal poisoning, the licensee contacted their
nysician consultant for further medical follow-uo.

C. South Yellowcake Sumo

'' On October 4, 1990, NRC was informed of the fact that the licensee
had discovered elevated uranium levels in the south yellowcake sumo,
located outside the restricted area fence. The licensee planned to
extend the fence to encompass the sump, and is still evaluating this
issue.

'

O. SX Buildino Ruoture Die ,

On October 5,1990, the licensee informed the NRC that in an effort
to keep liquids off the #loor, a drain line had been installed from a
rupture disk to the sumi The line contained several benas that
restricted flow. When tne rupture disk blew out, the liquid backed
up in the.line and the pressure directed it through a vent onto the
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roof. . The contamination was apparently minor and confinea to the
.

roof and gutters, anc the licensee implementec cleanup actions t

immeciately. ;

6. In-Office Reviews of Licensee Reoorts !

Starting on Seotemoer 26, 1990, the licensee hao begun sencing NRC caily ,

reports on their progress to comply with the Orcet. The first recort
noted a high water sample result taken out of a borenole southeast of tne

.MPB. The report-further stated that water sample results-from borenoles
were " inherently unrealiable" because of the potential for contamination
on the ground surface to contaminate the water samole.

NRC noted that the characteri:ation of contamination arounc the.SX'

building cepenced, to a large cegree, on data ootainea from corencies.
1

NRC was cencernec about the apparent conflict that data obtained f*om
boreholes was unacceptable for SX characteri:ations but was " inherently
unrealfable" for MPB characteri:ations. However, NRC does reali:e-tnat-

high water samole results from boreholes do not necessarily.incicate '

ground-water contamination, anc tnat low water samole results from tne
boreholes around the $X building provided a preliminary incication :nat ce
grounc-water contamination nao 4ccurred in those corenole locations.

'

On Septemoer 28, 1990, the licensee sent NRC a copy of the inceoencent
review of licensee actions curing the excavation activities of

.

August 1990. The consultant reviewed NRC Reporting.Reouirements, tne
licensee s Project Management, Culturai Problems Relatec toi

Responsiveness, immeciate and Short Term Corrective Actions, ana
Implementation of Root Cause Analyses. He identified many oroolem areas, ,

and recommenced solutions'to correct them. The licensee acceptec nis

.recommencations and is in tne process-of implementing these-
recommencations.

. . .

i

y .In discussing the topic of communications with the general public. :ne -

consultant felt that NRC's announcement.where the value "35,000
: times'. , ." was used damaged the licensee's image. The NRC agrees tnat.-

. it is difficult to accurately characteri:e and cuantify these
concentrations, but the fact remains that the licensee failed.to recogni:e
the' significance of 8 g/l' uranium in seepage into-the excavation.

7. Exit Briefina

A. Exit on September 13, 1990

The inspectors exited with the licensee after the AIT follow-up
inspection was completed. They reviewed their findings anc ciscussec>

i

_ , .
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_

NRC's concerns about tne ability of the licensee to respono to an
event, based on the icentified werknesses observed as a resuit of the

[ SX contamination issue.

.

The NRC emonasi:ed that the misplaced laboratory results ( August 6-7
water samoles) that were not seen by the responsible incivicuais for
taking action until August 17 ano August 23, and the placement of the
floor of the vault over known levels of contamination wgs cf concern.
The licensee responceo that a procedure was being cevelooeo to ensure1
that responsibilities for performing water samoles and cotair,ing

[
water samole results were clearly defined.'

' B. Exit on October 1. 1990

L The NRC expressed concern that some licensee managers may rave teen
too concerned with starting the plant without realizing the
similarity between environmental contamination uncer the 5X Ouilding

k and the suofloor process monitor.

The NRC also expresseo concerns for some of the licensee orceecures,
including the apparent failure of procedures to accress
communications among tne various organi:ations. The NRC ins ector

- acknowleaged that the licensee was in the process of adcressing tne
communications issue at the time of the exit.

- Furthermore, the inspectors discussed the lack of a sense Of .rgency
in taking prompt aggressive action to characterize the extent of
environmental contamination under the MPB, The licensee resconcea
that it aid view the YPB characteri:ation with urgency; newever, time
was necessary for the organization to respond.

C, Exit on October 8, 1990

The inspector exited with the licensee on October 8, 1990, ano
discussed the status of the grouno-water ciscovery program. The
inspector indicated that the program contained a sufficient level et

- detail to adeouately' characterize the areas adjacent to the MPB. He
- also stated that a similar level of detail would be necessary for tne

program being develooeo to characterize the remaincer of the site.
The licensee stated tnat a discovery program for other areas of

_

suspected contamination was in the planning stage.
-
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